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For a given channel j 1 the hit numbers are addi ti ve in the sense
that if the same real event has been hit by several Monte Carlo 2vents
if the event R is characterized by the number
L: h.
l
Doing the same comparison for the m channels in compet,it:ioI1 r we end
up, for a given real event R, with a vector
Instead of these "hit vectors ll , we shall use, in the following, the
normalized probability vectors:
where the probability pj is defined as:
R
"" T




Mj is the nwnber of Mont~e Carlo events generated to represent channel j
and w. is the percentage contribution assumed for channel j to th(~ t.otal
J
final state.
'rhe i terative procedure goes as follows:
In the first step, we generate Monte-Carlo events according t-=-o
invariant phase space modifie.d by Breit.-Wigner functions. As a result. of
this first st.ep one gets product.ion and decay angular c1istributions for
each att.empted channel.
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For a given channel ( tJH~se dtstyibut:ions arc us(:!d for the generat~i()n
of events of i::he next i toration f to<..:p::~ther v,li th the Brei t-vhgner .funct,ions.
\tJQ stop t,h{~ t t.erative procedure once tllC :t:"ates att.rib\xted t.O the
channels and the corresponding phyr~:Lca.l. distribuLions do not show any
statist:ical.ly siqni fican t modi £i cat.ion.
2.2, Cho:i co of the Cha.nnels
In practice, t:hc choice of t.he channels to be int:coduced in the
analysis is f.3ugge~3t:ed by t:he st::r:uctu:r.-es observed in the dat:a. f for example
in the two and three body effect:.ive mass spectra.
Experi(:''.Dce indicc:'cb::os t:.hat if an important channel is not incJ.uded f
it. will be det.ected in the d_L:.;t~:ributionE; of t.he events which have not been
hit:. On t.he other handf i,f we introc'luce a, channel which does not exist f
it may happen f depc~nd:Ln9 on t.he kinemai:i cs f t.hat the rate attributed to
this channel is eli ffer('::lYl :from Zf~Y.·O and comes in deduct:ion of .some of the
existing channels <.
2..3. Choi.ce of UV) Vari.cililes
In principlf; th(~ (;ll,oi. ce of t'.he 3n --5 .independ(~nt vd.riables is arbi t,rary"
In particular f lb.,is ch.oice ('10e;3 HO·t affect, the fact~ that tv/o channels cnn
populat.8 thE; same reg-:Lon of Lh(~ full dimen~::;ional space. However f a good
choi.ce of t.he va.riable~:) Y,Till qivc~ a r;epi:trat,ion of two clust.c-:-rs related to
t.YIO di ff(-~:renL c::hannels j larg(C'! compaJ.'ed t.o tl)(:~ sizc~s of thf."J. boxes which an:~
used for the ~3eparat.:Lon 0
In co i i t 'i~)as found that t:.110 Van Hove lonS]i tudinal phase space
. 'k] j h ] , .] , ') 'I (4) ,varJ"':U.)._es ane t e genera._:Lzed Da .. J_tz·-p.Dt var.l.a.Jles (energy snnplE;x)
an~ a convenierlt:. choice 0
2.11" Choice of the Box Sizes ,:lnd Numbe:r: of Event:s 'to be Generat~ed
Monte Carlo
the t:o compare t.he Mont:c'-
U1(; y,et.t.pr should be 'the separati.on
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Letween the differents channels. However, since the number of JI.1ont.€ Carlo
events is limited by the computing faci.lities, if 1:11e sizes are too :3mall,
a large fraction of "the full dimensional space will not be covered, and
therefore the percentage of tlnot hi til even"ts will be 1ar98.
AS a compromise f we have introduced r for the same i t.eration ( several
box sizes to be used successively. t1e start the comparison with the
smallest one. For the events which have not been hit during this first
attempt we try again wi th the next bigger box size, etc ..
+ - -
3. APPLICA'rION OF THE PRISM PLOT ANALYSIS '1'0 "......e....::.J"1l 'Il '11__ AT 3.9 GeV/ c
In 1:hi8 section, we first present the general conditions of the
experiment and make the necessary choices (channels r variables f box
sizes). We then discuss the general results and pay part:icular attention
to some well known fi.nal states.
+ - -
We have analysed a sample of 19442 IT P -+ P'IT Tf TI events f corresponding
to about 10 evts/pb, found in 200000 pictures taken with the CERN 2 m<,t-re
HBC, exposed to a separated beam of 3~93 C..,ev/c~ Details on da:t,a collect,iOll
and measurements are given in Ref. 10.
The choice of the channels to be introduced was made by looking at
the two and three
Fig. 1a shows the
particles effective mass distributions of t.he dat.a.
+ -




a small shoulder at the position
o ~.
of f. In Fig-. lb the plf effectivc~ mass
++s~ectrum is*shown: Copious production of b
1236 is observed. The
Nand N presence can be detected in the PI! masS spectrum
1520 1688






or N (1::;20) r
A is clearly seen as wc:,dl as B.n excess of events around 1.12 '
+ -Fig. Ie shows the piT 'If mass.
+ -







We therefore introduce t.he following channels:
0 - 0 + -(1 ) 1f P + pAl' Al + P 11 , P •• ,j-. 1f 'If
0 - 0 + -(2 ) 11 P + pA2 , A
..)- P '11' , P 'r "il
"2
*0 0 *0 0 + -(3) 'If P + N (1520) P , N (1520) + piT , P 7 'If 'II
*0 0 *0 0 + -(4) 'If p .+ N (1688) P , N '(1688) .+ P'1f P -+ 11
"
,
60 (1236) 0 1\ () 0 + -(5 ) 1f P -+ p , (1236 ) -+ pil , P -, "Ii 'II
++ ++ +(6) "IT P + 6 (1236) 'II 'II , 6 (1236) + p'lf
++ - ++ +( 7) 11 P + (DO) 11 , (DO) -+ 6 'If , 6 + p'lf
+ -(8)
"
P + (DO) 'If (DO) + piT 'II
- 0 0 + '0(9) 11 P + P'lf f , f ..)- 'ir 'If
+ - -(10) 'If P + p'lf 1f 'If (phase space) •
Seven variables describe a four body final stat.e. We have chosen the
cartesian coordinates of the Van Hove plot and the three dimensional
enerqj simplex. For the seventh variable we choose the transverse moment.um
of the two negative pion system.
Denoting by p, q and 'I', t:.hc-;; momen"tum/ longitudinal n'Dment.um and
kinetic energy of a particle i.n the "total centre of mass system; -the seven
variables have the following form:





1 [ 3 ) ]XVI, - '1 '. ('1 +'1 +'14 P + -11 'II 'rr
2
1 [2 ) ]Y = 21"2' '1 -(q +qVB +
'If "Ir 'II
1 2
Z {f [q -qW
11 'II
1 2
1 [ 3 ) ]X - '1' -('1' +'1' +TES 4 P +11
"I 'II 2
1 [2 - ('1' ) ]Y =21i '1' +'1'ES +
11 11 'If
1 2





channel which appears to be
h ,0 0 ,TeD P channel contalns a
better separated than most, of
++large contamination of 6
the other ch;:':l.nnE:'!ls.
The observed contaminations are obviously related 1:0 the overlap
between different channels. 'ro obtain a quantitative estimate of the
importance of the overlaps, we define the following quantity
No. of events
L Ci. P~Pi J
0 (Y. "'" 1ij [:t:' events No. of O~"" ] 1/2 i, j 1, .. ,10Ci.)2 I: (P~) 2(P,l Ci. = 1 J
Ci.
where Pi is the probability for the event a to belong to channel i. All
these quantities are given in 'rable 6. The last X"OW contain the total
overlap of each channel wi th all the others. rI'hese numbers agree wi i:h
the estimate of the contaminations deduced from the mass distributions.
However, one should notice that these quantitative estimatS3 depend on
the box-size.
3.4. Partial Cross-Sections
Table 7 gives the cross-sections for the 10 channels introduced in
the PPA. The quoted errors are only st.atistical. Other sources of error;~;
will be discussed later (section 4). Four partial cross-sect:ions are given
in Ref. 11 which refer to similar 1T incident momenta and can therefore be
compared to our results (see Table 7). A good agreement is observed for the
00,
TI P + pAl' pA
2
and /:) P channels. 'rhe PPA gives a smaller cross--sect.lon
++ - -for the!J. 'If 'Ir channel than the llclassical" analysis. As we shall discuss
later, most
++ - -{:, TI TI and
of the difficulty comes from the large overlap between the
++ - -the DD (/:). 'IT) TI channels to which a large part,ial cross-
section is attributed by PPA.
- 11 -
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The large value at'tr.i.buted to 4 body phase-space in Ref. 11 prob,J)ly
covers channels which are t~xplicitel.y introduced in the PPA~
Al though the PPA seems t.o give cross-sections compat:ible wi th those
obtained in l1classicallf analysis, one should not.ice that. it: doe:" not. imply
a correct separation between t:he channels f as we saw in section 3.3.
We first combine t.he events
the PPA, and t,hen, following the
which have been li:1belled pAl or
(12)




a spin-parity analysis for the 3TI system which satisfy t.he condition:
1.30 ~ m(3n) ~ 1.34 GeV. In order to es,timate losses of the A2 signal
into these channels the same spin pari ty analysis is applied to the other
8 channels. Finally, the same analysis is applied to the unseparated
sample of events.
Table 8 gives the number of events attributed to the usual set of
spin-parity assignements, for the whole data and for each separated channel.
+Identifying the A2 signal with the 2 contribut:ioIl, vJf:?- can see t:ha:t 28?6 of
the total sample contains A
2
, whereas this propor'tion reaches 43% for t.he
prism plot pA selection, corresponding to 73% of the A
2
contained in the
total sample. The remaining 27% of A2 are spread over the other channels f
mainly over those channels producing pO. In fact., if we antiselect the
non-po-producing channels we get a result in good agreement wi'th the full
2+ contribution (see 'rable 8). On the other hand, of the 552 events labelled
considered here, 43%
+for a 1. signal.
3 'If mass region
+2 , and 14% there
pAl or pA2 by PPA and belonging to the
have t.he decay properties expected for
Thus there a.re more than 40'-1.; of the c.:;vents which must. be classified as
background coming from other channels~
3.6. ~E~E~E!~~~_~E_!~~_0.~2~_~~~~~§!
Moo
The <Y > for the A and p resonances are used to compute the dE~nsity
L
matrix element.s ",-'hich charact.er.iz.e the product:ion of this process a.s a
function of t I. '1'he n~sult_s a):::e given .in 'rable 9.
- 12 -
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To estimate the efficiency of the prism plot separation, we have
computed the same density matrix elements for the sample of events obtained
+ -by mass cuts on the TT IT and pTI spectra:
+ -0.680 < m(TI TI ) < 0.860 GeV
1.160 < m(pTI ) < 1.280 GeV
This comparison is made in Fig. 8, where we also show the results
(13) + ++ 0
obtained by Barnham et al., on the reaction.: IT p -~!J. P at. 3.7 GeV/ c.
There is a fair agreement between the three sets of values. However
signRe p of opposite
+ 31 ++ 0
Both 1r p -> 1:0 p and
lead to systematic differencestwo selections applied to the TI p data
+TI P data give values of
the
for Re p and p and the10 1-1
to the corresponding values for the If p data.
- 0 0
IT P -+ !J. P production can be expressed in terms of I=l and 1=2 t-channel
exchanges. The interference term having opposite signs, the comparison
is only valid if the 1=2 amplitude and the interference are small, as it
is expected.
To follow more closely possible differences between the two 11 p
selections, we have computed the joint decay correlations in 'terms of thE?
statistical tensors in the Jackson transversity frames. In Fig. 9a we
see that the tensors which must be zero by parity conservat.ion satisfy
this condition for both selections. The results obtained with the two
selections for the remaining tensors (Fig. 9b) are in good agreement except
20 22 .for T2 and T2 . Thls is not surprising since these tensors are relatedo 0 (14)
to the p ,by
rom
1 20 22 1 (2 1-1 00 1)- Re T
20
Re T p + 3 p -2 20 16
1 20 22 1 10
- 1m T = 1m T20 - 212 Re p2 20
and we have already noticed the disagreement between the two selections for
Re p 10 and P1-1
- 13 -
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The class A Bialas on Zalewski relationships for the transversi t.y
amplitudes (Table 10) are shown in Fig. 10. A strong violation of three









zero for the second relation relative to the real
In general, the two 1T p selections lead to similar results, the
contamination being probably of the same importance in the two sample.s.
One should however notice that the two samples are not. necessarily made
of the same events, as can be seen in 'rable 11.
matrix elements for
• 0two N p channels.
the
densitychannels. We give in Figs. lla and llb the single
•++ ++ - - 0
u from!',·If·If channel and those for p from
Indications on the quality of the selections can be obtained by t.he
++ .. -
matrix element.s of resonanCE~S i.n the 6 1T Tf
The terms which must be zero by parity conservation
33
compatible with zero. The small value of p at small momentum transfer
/).++ is compatible with one pion exchange dominance in the forwardfor
are
measurement of the density
.' aand the N s p
direction. One can notice the similarity of the pO density matrix elements
* * - *obtained for the two N channels, TI p .,. N (l52.0)p and ·IT p .,. N (1688)p.
4. STUDY OF THE PRISM PLOT ANALYSIS WITH SIMULA'l'ED EVENTS
To understand better the problems related with the overlap bet.ween
channels and to estimate the systematic errors which may affect partial
cross-sections 1 we apply PPA to simulated t~hree and four body final st.at(~s
at 3.93 Gev/c.
5000 events of this type have been simulated using an incoherent sum
of matrix element.s which represent the folloy/ing channels:
00- ++ - *
TI p'" np , nf , 6 (1236)TI , !', (1236). and N (1700)H
The relative fractions are given in ~t'able 12.
an incoherent sum of
+- ++--
(TI TI ) and!l TI orr •
- 14 -
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The matrix elements were parametrized in terms of the usual relativistic
Brei t-Wigner functions, the decay angular distributions of the resonanCE~S
and an exponential t-dependence for their peripheral production. The values
of the density matrix elements and the slope of the differential cross-
sections were taken from Ref. 8.
The final state was described by the Van Hove and Energy simplex
cartesian coordinates given in Table 13.
For the initial conditions, we used phase space distorted by Brei t-
Wigner functions. For the first step, 20000 events were generated per
channel and during the iterations these numbers were adjusted to the
corresponding rates up to a total of 100000.
Only one box size was used during the process: Table 14 gives the.
range of the variables and the box size.
The evolution of the rates obtained along the iterations is shown in
Table 15. No Significant change is observed after the secend interation.
Comparing t.he resulting rates to the Iltrue ones II t one finds the. systematic
errors on partial cross-sections given in the last column of 1'able 15"
On Figs. 12 to 18 we compare the angular and maSS distri.butions
obtained wi th PPA to the true distributions. In general, the agreement
between the original and the soparated distributions is good.
The "true sample" is composed of 4780 event.s simulated according to
matrix elements for the channels 11 p .+ pA2 , (pn
For pA f tJ16 ma·trix elements where parametrized in
_. 2
terms of Brei t-Wigner functions v the decay angular distributions for 1\2
and p and an exponential t dependence for the production. For the other
channels the one pion exchange calculations of the two graphs of Fig. 19
(15) 0 . 0 0 * *






pO and f O productions. The fraction::.; for the three channels we-.re 16.7%,
- 15 -
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50.0% and 33.3% respectively. Some relevant maSS distributions are
shown in Fig. 20.
For the PPA we introduce the same ten channels which were used for
the analysis of the real events (section 3) although we know the "true tl
sample does not contain some of them. 'I'his will allow to check the
reliability of the method.
At each it.eration, three box sizes are successively used:
±1/40, ±1/30, ±1/20 of the total range of each variable. All the other
options (choice of variables, number of generated events per channel,
and initial conditions) are identical to those used in section 3.
Table 16 shows the results of the three iterations. As it will app(~ar
in the following discussion, it was found unnecessary to pursue the it.erative
procedure beyond the third iteration.
The first column of the table gives the list of the channels introduced
in PPA. It is followed by the number of events present in the "true
sample If. For each iteration we give t.he number of events attribut.ed by
PPA to the ten channels and their decomposition according t.o their origin.
For instance t after the first iteration t 681 events are at:tributed, by
PPA, to the pA
2
channel, 319 of
pA sample", 254 from the Iltrue
+i - -(':., 1T 11 sample".
them coming effectively from the eoo
o 0(p1T) (1T.1T) sample and 108 from "true
lft:rue
The percentage of "hit" events is rather st.able from iteration to
iteration and does not strongly depend on the channel (see last line of
table 16).
The number of' events wrongly attributed to pAl by PPA decreases slowly
from iteration 1 to 3, the main contribution (66%) cominq from (p·IT)O(1T1T)O.
The pA
2
eontrIbul:ion is small and tends to decrease.
Of the 800 pA lltTue" events intoduced in the data, 6.56 are hit, 343
2
of which being effectively at.tributed to pA2 channel by PPA. An appreciable
16
eEH.N/l). Ph. II/pHYS 7 3~49
o 0(FiT) (Wil) channels dnd th-i:c~
d(~fect is not reduced by t.he:; :U:c.rat,iw: p:r:oc(~du.rc. On the' OU1E';l" hand f UJE?
++loss of l1t:cue.l1 l')A in't-o the 1\ chanrH~l is sru;:':d.lo If V-le nov! c()nsid(~:.r
L 2
the origin of the 755 t::;vent:.~::; att.r:Uyut.cd by PPA tJ) pl.l,;? f \ll(; find that:
++_.- 00
fj, if Tf and (pil) ('11'11') cont.:cibut:e fox' 16 z:lnd 3En .r'especLiv(;ly, IL provE~s
at: least at 4- GeV/c f and t.hat. t:hE: scparat.ion b'..,.' PPl\ ,. 01\ .. S1:0:( •. - 2 .L
unsatisfactory. ;',c;,t.t:er \.:,1'1(; diff-icultie~3
met in the int:erpret.at:Lon of some:. of t:he d.ecay anquJiJT dif?}t:l~.ibut:.i()ns.
Fiq. 21a giv(~s t:he deca~':/ d:Lst.ribut.ion for ·th(~ nt.:cu,e ll
the same dist.ributjJ)rl fo:c t.he ~;e.luct..:Lo.n "
A data, Fig. 21.b
2
:[n Fi.q. 21c, d and
++ 0 0
e are ShO\V11 t.he contrib1J:t:Lons of fj 'II 'IT , (:p'I!) ('rr'lI and pl\2 eV(~nt.3 f
respectively. One should howE;ve:c not:i.c(;; t.ha.t: [;om(':,- d:L~3t:c.ibut ..ions an,;
not strongly affect:ed by t:he cont.ar(J:Lnat,.ion~::; (8e,:; fo:l'.' :i.n~::;Lance Fig. 22:
production angular dLJtribution of pA2 )
Abc ut 50% of the o 0(p'll) ('11'11) Ilt:rue H e.v(~ntr:; are co:n~ectly at.tributed
to i:his channe 1 by PPI\.
and pI'2 •
A large fract:Lon of" them is at,t.ribut~ed to pA
1
conclw3ion,d:t:awn fJ~'om 'fable 16 ,if::; t:h,at. if the
ex5.~3t:.~3 it. .i~:; :Lmpo~:;sible to cliseni::.JJlqle it f:com
An int.erest,i11q
++ -
DD(D 'If )'11 channel
++ - ...
fj, IT 'IT t the 11 umbC:.~.]" at
-I + ~-
by PPA is larger t.hcU1 t.he one at:tr.i.but(-?d to l'l 'ii Tf Moreover,
this feature get:s worsE:.'. a.s t:hc~ DunibEH' of i t:erat.ion~) incx:cases.
vIas already obs(-,;::cved for H: al event:,"", (se-eLi.on 3 r Lable 3).
'1'hi8 trend
+ _.
On the contrary ( -r.h,:·; DD (pl1 'Ii ) 'If
i t~eration t.o i t:<:::cat~i.()n f ,;1;; it: shoU.ld,
channe:l t.ends to disappeal: f from
'fo appreciat.e tJw (~ffec·t of the ;;iZE~ of ·the boxos on t:h0.~ results, we





remain the same. This may indicate that the large overlaps observed between
the channels have a physical origin. In the overlap regions, where two
channels are present wi th different intensities, the probability to at"tribute
wrongly and uniquely an event to the weakly populated channel is quite
large. This is corroborated by a worst decay angular distribution of the
A2 , for instance, when using smaller box sizes
In an attempt to reduce the size of these physical overlaps, we have
introduced truncated Breit-Wigner distributions. More precisely, we generate
events wi thin one full width of resonance. As expected, t.he separati.on
is better than using the complete Breit-Wigner distributions (see Table 14
and 18). This improvement is general, including the decay angular
distributions (see for instance Fig. 23). It may be a way of improving
the separation achieved by PPA.
5. ARE THERE CLUSTERS IN THE PRISM PLOT SPACE?
The difficulties we have found in the previous section are directly
related to the presence of large overlaps between different channels.
At the limit, we may ask if the channels form effectively detectabl"
clusters in the multidimensional space used in the PPA of the reaction
+ - -
Tf P -+ pTI 'IT TI at 4 GeV/c, since at this incident energy, the available
phase-space is not very large compared to the widths and masses of t.he
resonances involved in the process.
To answer this question, we have developed a program which looks for
accumulations of events in the full dimensional space. Each event is
characterize by a box vIi. th a code which gives its posi tieD in space. We
obtain in this way the list of non-empty boxes and the number of events
they contain.
We then single out. the" boxes wit,h a number of events larger than a
fixed value. They wil.l b(~ taken as possible It centre of accumulation lt •
1'he next step is to look for the non"'empty boxes which are connex to the:?:




This set of non-empty boxes
the maximum number of events is called" cluster lit.
the "connex boxes" are those with coordinates in the range {x,-l} to
l
corresponding to the centre of(x, +1) •
1
accumulation with
We cannot simply repeat this process for all the centers of accumulations
since the overlaps would finally join all of them into a single cluster.
we therefore look for the direction which 1 from this center, gives the
smallest decrease of density. The events of cluster 1 are projected on
a dimension i(i=l, ... 1 3n-S) , the events in the center of accumulation
being excluded. The coordinate of
associated with the largest number
of the new center of accumulation.
this dimension (x.-l, xi' or, x.+l)
1 th 1
of events is used as the i coordinate
This is repeated on all dimensions to
get a complete set of coordinates. If the box which corresponds to this
set of coordinates does not exist (phase-space limitations) or is empty,
or was already used as a center of accumulation or was already associ ated
to another cluster, the search for the current cluster is stopped. Ot.herwise 1
the procedure is repeated around this new center of accumulation.
This procedure is applied, in turn, to all the possible center of
accumulations defined above.
To run the program it is therefore necessary to make a choice of
independent variables, to fix the sizes of the boxes and some const.ants like
the minimum number of events in a center of accumulation and the number of'
clusters.to consider.
We use the simulation described in section 4 and




-> p1f, P -+
in the same proportion.
We apply this program to 2800
+ -
'IT Tr , and 1T
simulated events corresponding to
++ - - ++ +p -+ 6 1f 1f ,6 -+ p1f mixed incoherently
the same set of independent variables. Table 19 gives some details on the
box sizes and the corresponding partition for each variable.
To spare computer time, we only consider cells with more than 4 events:
there are 103 of them (on a total of 1571 non empty cells), which account
for 25% of the events.
- 19 -
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We limit to 10 the number of clusters. The results of the separation
are given in table 20. Of the 10 clusters, 4 are particularly important,
if we consider the nuwber of associated events (clusters 1,2,6 and 9).
The first two clusters correspond
6 is mainly pA2 (91%) and cluster
to Qverlaping regions,
++ - -9 mainly 6 TI TI (95%).
whereas c1 uster
We can therefore conclude from this simple analysis that there are
effectively clusters in the full dimensional space, even at our relatively
low energy. Some of them correspond to nearly pure channel, showing that
some separation is possible.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The use of PPA for the separation of the constituent channels of 4 Gc'V/'
TI P interaction suffers from several limitations:
1) Systematic errorS on partial cross-sections can reach 20% and are
channel dependent.
2) The basic difficulty is related to the presence of large overlap
regions, at least at this energy and for four body final st:(~,tes.
This difficulty becomes very serious when the densities of events
corresponding to two channels are different in the overlap.
3) Attemps made wi th different box sizes have shown that these overlaps
have a physical origin and are therefore irreducible.
final
All these limitations explain why the separation of the four body
+ - -
state pTI TI 7f into its constituant intermediate channels is still
crude even using the seven variables prism-plot analysis. The degree of
separation fluctuates between 10% and 30% for the different channels. For
the pA2 channel
contaminations.
the spin parity analysis indicates serious losses and
An analysis of the polarisation of the 6o po channel yields
- 20 -
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similar results as those obtained by a simple mass cut.
At this energy and for such a complex final statE-~lit is clear that
any improvement in the channel separation must be based on a better
understanding of the clustering in the multidimensional space. In fact
we have shown that these clusters exist, even at our low energy and that
it is possible to reduce the importance of the overlaps by the use of
truncated Breit-Wigner in PPA.
However, it seems necessary to develop new methods to deal, in
particular, with the unavoidable corr~lexities due to the overlaps and
interf8rence effects.
We wish to thank Prof. L. Van Hove and R. Armenteros for their
continuous interest in this work and their valuable advices as well as
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Variation field of the seven Prism Plot variables used
+ - -in the TI p -+ pTI 1T TI data. (in MeV/c) .
Mass and width used for resonances and mass shape for DD
+ - -in the TI p -+ pTI TI TI data.
Table 3 Rates in % of
for the 1T p -+
the input channels
+ - -





Isobars in the 1600-1700 MeV pTI effective mass region.
Numbers of events attributed to each channel after
+ - -13 iterations of Prism Plot Analysis on the 'IT p -7 p'J! 11 1f
data and quantitative estimation of residual contaminations
between channels.
Estimation of the overlaps between channels in the
+ - -
TI P -+ pTI TI TI data.




and by classical methods.
Spin-parity analysis of the 3TI system in the region
1.30 < m(3TI) < 1.34 GeV
Density matrix elements for ~o and po for the ~opo channel
separated by the prism-plot analysis.
, 1 l' (14) 1 ' h" ,Bla as and Za ewskl class A re atlons lPS In transverslty
frames.
Table 11 Differences in the composition
+ - -in the TI p -+ pTI TI 1T data.
o 0 ,












Relative fractions for the various productions in the
+ -
1f P -7- nTI 1T simulated events.
+ -
variables used in the Prism Plot analysis of 1T P ~ un TI
simulated events.
Range of the variables and box-size used in the prism plot
+ -
analysis of Tf p 4- n'lf 1f simulated events.
Rates of the channels along the iterations and relative
systematic errors induced by the method in the analysis
+ -
of Tf P -+ niT IT simulated events. First column gives the
starting values for the rates i.ntroduced in PPA. All
quantities are expressed in %.
Some quantitative results along three iterations of prism-
+ - -plot analysis of TI p -.> por or or simulated data.
Comparison of the rates obtained by prism plot analysis of
+ - -1T P -7- pTI 1T 1T simulated events using full and truncated
Brei t-Wigner functi.ons.
Comparison of the contributions to the pA2 selected events
+ - -by PPA of or p -.> pTI TI 11 simulated events using full and
truncated Breit-Wigner functions.
Range of variables, box-size and number of partitions used
in the clustering investigation of the prism-plot. space of
+ - -
TI P -+ p1f 1T 1f simulated data.
Results of the clustering investigation after the separation
- + - -




VARIATION FIELD OF THE SEVEN PRISM PLOT VARIABLES
- + - -IN THE 1f P ... p1f 1f 'II SAMPLE (IN MeV/c)
VARIABLES MIN. VALUE MAX. VALUE RANGE
tP 0 1169 1169
- -
1f 11
X -1195 1154 2349
VB
Y -982 999 1981
VB
Z -1019 1029 2048
VB
X -378 232 610
ES
YES -523 701 1224




MASS AND WIDTH USED "~R RESONANCES
AND MASS SHAPE FOR DD
-
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N + N - I2l • M • M o M + M Cl Cl I::: "'Z Z <J <J Cl Cl p, P;H
0 11.0 11. 3 9.7 9.6 9.6 11. 7 11. 7 9.5 7.0 9.0
-
1 11.4 12.9 10.1 9.5 10.3 12.7 12 .5 9.0 5.0 6.6
2 11.9 12.6 9.9 9.8 10.9 13.2 13.1 8.3 4.4 5.9
3 12.1 12.6 10.2 10.0 10.5 12.7 14.1 8.4 4.3 5.2
4 12.4 12 .5 10.0 9.3 10.2 12.8 15.2 8.4 4.5 4.7
-
5 13.0 12.5 9.8 9.5 10.0 12.5 16.0 8.4 4.3 4.1
6 13 .1 12.2 9.6 9.8 9.9 12.2 17.2 8.2 4.1 3.6
7 12.5 ll.5 9.2 10.0 10.6 ll.5 17.6 8.9 4.2 3.9
-- --
8 12.8 11.2 9.5 10.6 10.8 10.6 17.8 9.3 3.9 3.6
- --
9 12.8 11.6 9.7 10.9 11.1 9.8 17.6 9.5 3.7 3.3
---
10 13.4 11.9 8.3 10.9 11.4 9.7 17.2 10.2 3.7 3.2
._--
II 13.2 11.6 8.0 10.4 12.2 9.3 17.4 10.9 3.9 3.1
12 13.7 11.9 7.7 10.3 12 .5 8.9 17.8 10.5 3.7 3.1
--




ISOBARS IN THE 1600 - 1700 MeV p11 EFFECTIVE MASS HEGION
I
ISOBAH I (JP) MASS (MeV) FULL WID'THI (MeV)
* - 1 1685 115 to 17~'--N 1/2(5/2 )D 1670 t.o
1670 15
* 1/2(5/2+)F1N 1680 to 1690 105 ·to 180
1688 15
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TABLE 5
RATES AND CONTAMINATIONS AFTER 13 ITERATIONS
? Not able to estimate






_ I - -Ii Conta-ninated channels (in nb. of events). The origin --~I
J-(ates Nurrber .<: J...' ......'... ~. • .c'.
. I" 01.. l-ne conl-annnatJ...on lS lnQlcated l.n the .LlrSi: coluIlli'"1 Total losses
l%) of, .
o I ¥ * 0 1 0 0 ++ - - I : - . + - "I - 0 (1m"ler limi t)
P N1688 P I L 0 L 'IT;r ,DD(L 'IT~')'IT ! DD(P'IT 1T )"T ! p1T f ph. sp.
I
13.1 I 2538 fY:'/f"';;;;iljW,X;:i'j' 0 II 15 I 20 0 II 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 I 35tWW'&J;)'::':;;;::; !
W;X.;.;fif;;?;!$i% 1 I
11. 7 1 2267 ~pf;;;liii?Y:0' 15 i 0 20 40 1 68 I 0 I 0 i 18 I 161I:i;;;::~'//,il;:·</:}/i: 1 f ' i
I I 1//;;;"-0,,172'11 " I io I 8.5 11654 I 75 46 ~;_)'.A 20 0 20 I 0 I 0 0 0, 161
i
10.7 I 2077 I 100 125 'I 0 ~.:".6i.~.~;;;.~.'&~.'?J.....~ 40 I 0 I 0 I' 0 1_ 0 'I' 165! . ,1'Z}tJ'fi ::.-::%'1&;;;&/ . " .
! I, ,1S~ I i I I11.9 :2313 !50 !70 0 i 66 f~~;;:A 50! ? i 0 1 0 O. 236
130 ? ? 42 30 902






BIALAS AND ZALEWSKI QUARK MODEL CLASS A
RELATIONSHIPS IN TRANSVERSI'l'Y FRAMES.
A.1 '1,20 = 1:2 T02
00 00
22 1 20
A.2 Re T = - Re T20 2 20
22 1 02
A.3 Re T02 = - Re T022
22 1 1 02
A.4 T = 276 - 72 T00 00
A.S T
22 1 201m = 1m T20 2 20
22 1 02




° °DIFFERENCES IN 'rHE COMPOSITION OF THE TWO 6 p




° 0the 6 p ,




Events selected as 6 p ! 652 1661
by Prism Plot i
Events not selected as 848
.'
6 0 p°





RELATIVE FRACTIONS IN THE or P + n'O or SIMULATED EVENTS
Final state nb. of events %
p1T 2150 43
f1r 1000 20
- +/:; 1T 600 12
+ -







VARIABLES USED IN THE PPA OF THE 11 P ->- n1T 1f SIMULATED EVENTS
variables Expression
[ 2 + q -)] 11 : X"H q1f - (q1T+ -1T 3
2 : [2 (T + + T )] 1X T -
ES 1T 11 1f- 3
1 (q - q -)3 : YVB 73 1f+ 1f
1 (T + - T _)4 : y
"73ES 1T 1f
TABLE 14
RANGE OF VARIABLES AND BOX-SIZE USED IN THE
+ -
PPA OF THE 1f P + n1f 1f SIMULATED EVENTS
Var. Range Box
1 2300 ± 1/35
2 600 ± 1/60
3 2100 :1: 1/35




RATES OF THE CHANNELS ALONG THE ITERATIONS AND RELATIVE
SYSTEMATIC ERRORS INDUCED BY THE /1ETHOD.
ALL QUANTITIES IN %.
~ '" OJ" ,,; ITERATION :>-r-l Ul 0.. oM+J OJ '" I OJ til +J . "" " " OJ '" +J 0'" c-; " 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 " +J .....-1 Ul ~+J '" 0 Eo-< '" OJ :>< "'" :> 4-J = " 0:: UJ Q)
I 20 37 39 40 40 40 40 40 41 43IP" 41 41 41 4.7
0 20 18 19 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 23 23 20 15f n
- +ILl (1236) " 20 14 13 12 12 12 12 12 11 11 11 11 12 8.3
ILI+ (1236)"- 20 13 11 10 10 9 9 9 9 9 8 8 10 20




RESULTS OBTAINED WITH 3 ITERATIONS OF PRISM-PLOT ANALYSIS
1st ITERATION 2nd ITERATION 3rd ITERATION

















CHP.]1N.t:L <:: +-' + E. '" +-' +-' + F i '" +-' +-' + F '" +-'<J) .c; + ~
'"
.c; + P< i ~ '"
.c; + P< ~







[PAl 0 428 97 269 62 112.3 403 96 251 I 55 I 11.5 370 81 243 48 10.7
I A I 19.6 I IIP 2 800 681 108 254 319 739 135 283 [ 322 21.2 755 129 283 343 21. 8
1*0N 0 2 294 78 I 170 46 8.5 300 64 185 51 8.6 293 64 180 49 8.4I :520 . , 3
N
1688
OV 8 293 75 145 73 8.4 275 82 131 62 ! 7.8 269 68 140 70 7.70 ,
60 0 I 700 I I 20.2. 0 506 64 371 71 14.5 619 73 474 73 17.7 82 541 78
- 0
58 28 28 2 1.7 36 20 16 0 1.0
I 2 5 2 0.3piT f i 9 i
++ 97 I 387l 258 108 21 11.26 'IT T: 1600 421 277 116 29 12.1 403 272 34 11.5
i ! ,
160 I I 14.0
,
I 15.0++ - - I 145 29'DD(li TI )IT 0 488 309 19 523 338 162 I 23 546 373 1 15.7I
~ -
-
265 I 112 I 1.1 I 84 ! 93 I IDD{pTI'Tr )n 0 140 I 7.6 188 11 5.4 139 61 72 6 4.0
i ! . i i I1 .
17 ! 21 I I I ~... ,ph.sp. 0 46 , 9 ' ., 8 2 i 6 I 0 0.2 2 0 2 0 0.05! ~.~ ! I
I I 644 ~~ i , ~" , t;;~;;;:-:;;~lceOTAI. 1165 11674 , ~ ~ ::,r; //,/'/:> 3470 I 1118 j 1719 r::.. 5' "/,< ,;:~?:»4780 3480 . 3494 ! 1166 I 1698 6-,~ .~;~"I' . I .... 0 ;<::;";-' /:>:>., , , 8";< .. , .
I ~;i~i:~~b~ I , ~';,-c,,//'8 ] , ~o ~~ I i p, !.~:~1% of Hits 73 73 70 I 80 ~;~ 74 ! 73 1 70 74 I 70 72I u / I I v~ ;'.>1~>;:/;~< I ;~%'0 I v/ 1I ,/ ~)// -//., ,I :;>
- 39 -
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TABLE 17
~ PPA with PPA with% FULL TRUNCATEDCHANNEL lfDATA" Brei t-Wigner Brei. t*NWignerfunctions functions __
pA 0 10.7 5.71
~A2 16.7 21. 8 19.0
o 0 36.6 40.5(p1r) ('IT1r) 50.0
'-
++ - -t:. 7T 'Jr
+ 33.3 26.9 26.2
++ - -DD(II rf ) 1f
--
+ - -DD(pTI 1f )1f 0 4.0 7.9
,.-




CHANNEL ALONG THE ITERATIONS (%)
~-----,-------,.-'----r----'--"-'
IT. 1 rr. 2 1'1' • 3
._---
14.0 13 .6 14.0
~ 0!3~~) ~ ~
-_._---













RANGE OF VARIABLES, BOX SIZE AND NUMBER OF
PARTITIONS USED IN THE CLUSTERING INVESTIGATION
+ - -OF THE PRIS~I-PLOT SPACE OF 7f P -> p1T 7f 7f SIMULATED DATA
VARIABLE MIN. VALUE(*) MAX. VALUE(*) RANGE (*) BOX SIZE (*) NB. OF PARTITIONS
...,-
T - - 6 1110 1104 220 6~7f 7f
XVB
-1208 836 2044 435 5
i
X - 377 218 595 60 10 lES
y
- 875 860 1735 165 11
VB
y
- 460 644 1104 110 10
ES
Z - 940 940 1880 921 3
VB
--





RESULTS OF THE CLUSTERING INVESTIGATION
AFTER SEPARATION OF 10 ACCUMULATIONS
1'OTAL Nb. I MAX. Nb. OF
++ - -
I
CLUSTER Nb. OF CELLS OF EVENTS % OF 6. IT TI % OF PA2 EVENTS IN
ONE CELL
1 26 175 62 38 15
2 21 132 13 87 13
...._.
3 1 13 69 31 13
4 3 24 59 41 12
5 1 12 - 100 12
6 18 121 9 91 11
7 6 42 100 - 11
8 1 10 100 - 10
9 25 148 95 5 10






Mass distributions from the TT p -+ f n chan.nel. The solid
+ -line represents all the simulated If p -+ nlf 'IT data. The
odashed line represent the lItruell f n contribution. rrhe
dots come from the 'IT p -> fOn prism plot selection
+ -
a) 1T 1T effective mass distribution
b) 1T1T effective mass distribution
+
c) mr effective mass distribution
- +Fig. 16 Mass distributions from the 1T p -> 11 'If channel. 'I'he solid
+ -line represents all the simulated 1T p -+ 1[TI 1T data. The
- +dashed line represents the "true" 11 1T contribution. The
- - +dots come from the 1r p -> 11 1T Prism plot selection
+ -
a) 1T 1f effective mass di s tributioD
b) n1T effective mass distribution
+




Mass distributions from the 11 p -> 11 1T channel. The solid
+ -line represents all the simulated 1f p -> n1f 11 data. The
+ -dashed line represents the lltrue" b, TI contribution. The
- +dots come from the 1T p -> 1f 11 prism plot selection
+ -
a) 1T 1T effective mass distribution
b) n1f effective mass distribution
+
c) n1T effective mass distribution
*+
Mass dis tributions from the 'rr p "N (1700) 1f channe 1. The
+ -
solid line represents all the simulated If p -> n1f 'rr data.
*The dashed line represents the "true" N (1700) 11 contribution
- *The dots come from the 1T p -> N (1700)1f prism plot
selection
a) n+n- effective mass distribution
b) n1f effective mass distribution
+








++ - - 0Two OPE diagrams used to generate the 6 'il TI and (P1f)
a(TITI) even ts.
+ - -Mass distributions of 7f p -+ pi!" 'IT 1T simulated event.s.
+
a) pTI effective mass distribution
b) p1f effective mass distribution
+ -
c) TI' 1f effective mass di stribution
+ - -d) TI TI TI effective mass distribution
Cosinus of Gottfried-Jackson decay angular distribution
a) for the "true lt 'If p -+ pA2 sample
b) for the TI p + pA2 prism-plot selection
c) contribution to b) coming from Htrue"
++ - -
b. IT TT events
d) contribution to b) coming from "true"
a a(p1f) (1f1f) events.
e) contribution to b) coming from "true"
pA2 events.




from the "true" pA events
2
from the pA2 prism-plot selected events
Fig. 23 The same as in Fig. 21 but using truncated Breit-Wigner
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